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Making it easier for you
192 new cycle parking spaces
It’s now much easier to park your bicycle with the
increased number of bicycle parking spaces we’ve
added on campus, 72 next to the Sports Centre
and 120 secure spaces next to the CSCB.

Secure bike lock-ups
Our new secure bike lock-up facility between the
O’Brien Centre for Science and James Joyce Library
means your bikes are more secure than ever.

Walk Safe
Our Walk Safe service is available if you would
like to be accompanied while walking through
campus at night.

New shower and changing
facilities
Have you tried the upgraded shower and locker
facilities in the O’Brien Centre for Science?
They’re free for everyone to use.

What else has been happening?
Campus Development
Have you noticed the new LED lighting and CCTV
around campus? We’re working hard to make the
campus an even safer place for everyone.

2 bike awareness days
With cycling tips and free cycling goodies for all.
Check out the photos overleaf.

2 new electric car charge points
We now have six charge points on our campus with
two additional charging points at Ashfield Student
Residences.

Join UCD Active Commuting Clubs
Join our Strava community and benefit from inspiration and
encouragement, as well as a bit of healthy competition. Sign
up to the Walkers and Runners group or Cyclists group and
share your experiences. www.bit.ly/UCDactivecommuting

So what’s next?
A new entrance
Subject to planning a new cycle and pedestrian
entrance at Nova UCD will make access easier and
safer. The new entrance is due to open in 2018.

Life on campus
More students living on campus means less
commuting. We are working on an ambitious plan
to deliver more accommodation by 2020/2021.

Woodland walks markers
Distance markers along the walks will help
runners, cyclists and walkers make the most
of the beautiful trails.

A new bus route
The NTA are planning a new route from Tallaght
to UCD. We’ll keep you posted on the progress of
the proposed new 175 bus service.

Even more cycle parking spaces
More parking spaces means more room for cyclists
on campus. Get on your bike.

LED lighting
To improve light levels and deliver a greener campus,
we are upgrading existing external lighting to lowenergy LEDs across the campus.

What can you do?
Ditch the car
Swap the car for public transport one day a week
and you can considerably reduce your carbon footprint
and other harmful emissions associated with car travel.

Feel the burn
Sydney Parade DART station and Windy Arbour
LUAS stop are both just half an hour’s walk away.
You could burn up to 200 calories a day by walking
to and from the stops.

Under your own steam
Why not start by commuting one or two days a week
by foot or bike? 5% of students and 2% of staff car
drivers come from 2km or less to campus each day.

Carshare
The UCD Students Union have set up a UCD
Carpool Facebook page (www.bit.ly/carpoolUCD)
to make it easier for you to find others to share
with. The NTA also has a dedicated page for UCD
Commuters (www.carsharing.ie/ucd).
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